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All start positions should be with the idea of getting the ball into the strikers’ feet to 
receive it with their back to goal; and then developing the play from there. 

Emphasize the striker getting across the defender if the defender tries to get in front of 
them to intercept the pass to them, and using their body to block them off. 

This can be a big problem for a striker if they are not aware of where the defender 
marking them is.

Secondary movements and developments will result from there

Using the three R’s to teach this; Review, rehearse and restart.

Warm up:
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In 4’s, receiving and turning or passing back and playing forward, first thought is can 
I turn and beat the defender and pass to the target, otherwise the passing player gets 
the ball back and plays it forward to the target, so the striker then acts as a rebound 
player. 

Strikers must be strong to keep the ball at their feet doing this and back into the 
defender in the process. 

The striker can do this side on to the defender too (to help their peripheral vision for 
seeing opponents and their own teammates), and protecting the ball with their body 
using the opposite foot to maintain possession. Once the ball is at the other side the 
defending players become attackers and have to do the same back.

Teach receiving both with the inside and the outside of the feet.  Strikers can drop their 
shoulders one way and move the other as a feint to fool the defender.

If there is no space behind for a player to pass into them then strikers need to 
get the ball to feet and be able to work from there.

Coaching Points:  
1. Using the body to hold the defender off, so the striker initially backs into the 

defender                                                                                                                 
2. Communication between the passer and receiver as to where the receiver wants the 

ball (using verbal or visual cues) 
3. A good first touch (perhaps turning with the ball on the first touch) 
4. Receiving and turning beating the defender 1 v 1 to shoot on goal, using the 

defenders body as a pivot    
5. If the striker can’t turn then try to work a combination with the 2nd striker  and act as 

a rebound player    
6. Lay the ball off to a midfield player to develop the secondary phase of play from 

there 
7. Get a finish on goal
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Function: Receiving To Feet With Your Back To Goal

Using a full goal and a keeper and two defenders; you can cone the area you are 
specifically working in if you like. Defenders win the ball they get it to the server (in this 
case the coach) and start again.

Coaching Points:    
1. Using the body to hold the defender off, so the striker initially backs into the 

defender  trying to spin them     
2. Communication between the passer and receiver as to where the receiver wants the 

ball    
3. The angle of the pass can determine where the defender stands, in this case the 

defender marks inside the player and goal side (so pass to the attackers right foot 
away from the defender.        

4. A good first touch (perhaps turning with the ball on the first touch)    
5. Receiving and turning beating the defender 1 v 1 to shoot on goal, using the 

defenders body as a pivot    
6. If the striker can’t turn then try to work a combination with the 2nd striker     
7. Lay the ball off to a midfield player to develop the secondary phase of play from 

there
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Strikers must also be looking over their shoulders as the play is developing and 
assessing where the defender is marking and can even show the passer where they 
want the ball by pointing. This is good awareness on the part of the strikers.

Now the pass is straighter and the angle means the defender (A) perhaps marks 
slightly outside the striker (9) so the striker (9) cannot receive down the channel 
side and attack there. So the pass could be to the striker’s right foot so their body is 
between the ball and the defender.
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Defender (B) marks channel side and so the passer may play the ball into the strikers 
left foot and away from the defender.
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Various “Start Positions” For The Striker As The Build Up Is Happening - Tight 
To The Defender

Strikers (9) and (10) are using their bodies to back into the defenders, leaning into 
them to off balance them and also using the defenders bodies as a pivot to spin and 
turn with the ball.

Can also use them to bounce off them and into space in front of them to receive the 
ball and this will also possibly off balance the defender pushing them to opposite way 
to where the striker is going (to feet and thus giving the striker more space and time).
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Coming Short From Behind The Defender

Strikers (9) and (10) start behind the defenders always aware that they have to be 
careful of being offside when the ball is passed forward and so it is all about the timing 
and angle of the run and the timing and angle of the pass now. 

Defender looks at the striker behind them they cannot see the ball and when it is being 
delivered, they look at the ball and they can’t see the striker and exactly when they are 
making their movements, either way it is to the striker’s advantage. 

Even half a yard gained by this could result in maintaining possession or not for the 
strikers; so it is a move well worth practicing and learning.
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Strikers (9) and (10) may be able  to make their moves fast enough from behind and 
catch the defenders flat footed as the ball is traveling from (6) to (8) and so are not 
offside when receiving it.  

Thus they may be able to confuse the defenders (A) and (B); and then they may 
also be able to get turned and be facing them; with and without the ball; as in this 
diagram; and so they are now in control of the situation and the defenders are at the 
disadvantage.

Strikers can come back either side of the defender depending on the best way to do it 
at that moment in time and perhaps based on the defenders start positions.
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Coming from behind again but this time switching positions to hopefully further confuse 
the defenders.
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Checking Away To Check Back

An opposite run, checking away and trying to take the defenders away from the space 
in front of them to check back to it to receive; and again, if they get half a yard with this 
movement it could be worth the effort to be able to receive with a little more space and 
time to work with the ball offensively.

Players can have a “code word” to determine when this happens. As the play is 
developing the striker can call the code word so the passer knows that player is going 
to do the opposite run.

To make this work the striker has to time their runs to coincide with the passer having 
time on the ball to be able to wait for them to get into position off the 2nd run, or as the 
ball is traveling from one player to the other (and not to the striker yet) and timing that 
so the receiving player can play a 1 touch pass to the striker off their 2nd run; which is 
checking back to feet. 
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Combination Plays Between The Strikers

Combination plays now between the strikers. (10) Checks off the shoulder of (B) to be 
able to face forward, and now (B) is at a distinct disadvantage. 

(8) Passes to (9) to feet and (9) play the ball around the side to (10) in two ways; based 
on how the defender sets up.

If the defender drops off then (10) can get it to feet, if (B) closes (10) down then the 
space is behind (B) and (9) plays the ball there for (10) to run onto and finish on goal.
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Combining With The Midfield Players

Rather more interaction here but all the same a good example of strikers and midfield 
players combining to get free to shoot on goal. Striker (10) Acts as a rebound player 
and holds the ball up well, keeping it away from defender (B), lays the ball off the 
midfielder (6). As this is occurring striker (9) is moving off the shoulder of defender (A) 
to be ready for a diagonal pass behind the defender. (9) Has gotten faced up with this 
defender now so is in a much stronger position than previously with their back to goal. 
This is about the timing of the pass and the timing of the run as well as the angle of the 
pass and angle of the run. 

How (6) passes the ball and where (9) goes to receive (to feet, or to space) can 
depend on the reaction of the defender and how that player positions. Various 
scenarios can occur now, if the defender checks outside and marks (9) tightly then 
there is space inside now, if they stay where they are then (6) can look to play the 
ball in behind them and over the defenders shoulder either inside or outside of their 
position. If the defender drops off to cover that ball and not get caught then the striker 
has time and space to receive to feet and be able to be faced up again against the 
defender.
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Some Striker Movements To Get Free Of And Possibly Faced Up Against The 
Defender

Here I show three ideas on striker movement, all based on the striker (9) coming off 
the shoulder of the defender (A) and getting faced up against them. All movements and 
resulting decisions can be based on how the defender sets themselves up.

A)  Defender stays in the same place then the ball over the shoulder and into space 
behind becomes a good option as the defender is facing forward, the ball is played 
behind them and they have to turn and chase it down, the striker is already facing 
forward and ready to go. 
B)  Defender moves with the striker and marks then tightly thus opening up 
space inside the defender for the striker to check back across and in front of them 
to receive the pass in front of them in space to run onto (or behind them, though not 
shown here).
C)  To protect the space behind and not get caught, the defender drops back into the 
space the ball is likely to go. This puts off (6) from passing it there, but it also releases 
more space for (9) to receive the pass to feet and facing forward and at an advantage.

So any of these three moves can result in a positive situation for the striker.
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Phase Play: (A 3 v 1 In Midfield)

As we are focusing on the striker receiving to their feet; the start position should always 
be this, so the coach can pass to a midfielder and the first thought of that player should 
be “Can I pass to a strikers feet?” 

But only if it is on to do so, perhaps playing the ball wide initially opens up a better 
situation to attack.

Adding target goals for the defenders to play to now on winning possession and having 
a 3 v 1 in midfield

All previous points made still apply to this set up too.
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Here is another example of a combination play, the ball is played into the space behind 
(9) who goes to the ball and takes the defender with them (creating space behind the 
defender) and who fakes to receive; and lets it run across their body and behind them 
to striker (10). 

(10) Can check to receive to their feet and is able to get side on and play a first time 
pass in behind defender (A). (9) Has spun (it could be the Del Piero spin where the 
player spins away from the defender) and gotten in behind defender (A) for a shot on 
goal.

If defender (B) positioned in the space inside to intercept this pass then 
(10) Could receive with the outside foot and spin away and outside from (B) and 
turn and shoot (Del Piero spin WITH the ball for example), or lay the ball off to a 
midfield player free, likely (11) here; and continue the attacking movements. Lots of 
permutations are to be developed here.
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Instead of playing striker (9) in; the defender (B) blocks the pass and striker (10) 
receives to feet and lays the ball off in the other direction and wide to (11); who plays 
the ball back into the striker (9) who has taken the defender (A) away from the space 
and spun back into it behind that defender to receive the cross.

Could easily lay the ball off to (6) too for the same result.
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Develop: A 4 v 2 Overload In Midfield

Add more players making it a 4 v 2 in midfield. Using previous points discussed.

Develop: Add A Back Four

Add a defensive back four and now a real challenge is on for the attacking team. All 
previous ideas apply, and no need to show them all again.
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A 3rd Man Run Working From A The Rebound Pass From The Striker In The Build 
Up

(9) Comes short to receive to feet from midfielder (8) and can’t turn, but is strong on 
the ball using their body against the defender to keep it, and acts as a rebound player, 
(6) moves to support the back pass from (9) and (8) makes the 3rd man run beyond 
and behind their marker for a great through ball from (6).

(9) And (10) can spin as the ball travels behind them to (8) and get into the box to 
receive a cross;  or if (8) is close enough they can go for goal with a shot and the two 
strikers can get in there for potential rebounds off the keeper.

There are lots of ideas you can develop with this type of situation involving all the 
players.
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An 11 v 11 Game Situation

Focus on getting the ball quickly into the feet of one of the strikers with their back to 
goal and develop the play from there.

Coaching Points: 
1. Center forward receiving to their feet and backing strongly into the defender using 

the defenders  body as a pivot to spin against                                                                                                                                    
2. Turning or setting up as a rebound player and / or combining with others                                                                                                                                          
3. Communication between passer and receiver as to where they want the ball to go                                                                                                                                       
4. The angle of the pass can determine where the defender marks, and hence where 

the pass may be made to help the striker (away from the defender)              
5. Timing and angle of the run / movement, timing and angle of the pass have to be in 

synch    
6. A positive and good first touch to maintain possession  
7. Can I turn and beat the defender 1 v 1 ?   
8. Linking with the other striker or with midfield players     
9. Support play for teammates either behind / facing the striker or beyond them and 

closer to the goal (a 3rd man run for example)      
10. A goal scoring opportunity created 

Using all previous points discussed as well as creating new ideas of your own to add to 
this.
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This is the start position we should aim for with the first or second pass into a strikers 
feet with their back to goal and then we play from there ensuring the theme is covered.

All secondary but related play comes from there.
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